Abstract. this paper shows the method of using a measuring instrument based on SCPI protocol for acquisition of electric signal of electric vehicle charging interface with high accuracy, high speed and automation, analyzes current difficulty in conformance test of electric vehicle charging interface, designs a conformance test system of electric vehicle charging interface, introduces system structure, working flow and conformance test standard of the system in detail and analyzes long-term benefits of the system.
Introduction
At present, electric vehicle industry has been listed in seven strategic emerging industries in China. However, one of important difficulties under such fast development situation is that in large construction scale of charging facility network, many manufacturers adopt different charging piles and have different standard compliant degrees, which generates great dilemma for coverage and interconnection of whole charging network.
Viewing from electric vehicle users, users cannot charge in different charging equipment. Charging facilities cannot meet charging demand and user experience. Promotion and application of electric vehicle are severely obstructed and charging facilities are wasted greatly. Therefore, with increasingly improvement of industrialization degree of electric vehicle and fast promotion of construction of charging infrastructures, conformance and conformance test of charging interfaces receive great attention of vehicle industry, power industry and other related industries at home and aboard.
Research of conformance test technology of electric vehicle charging interface, research and production of conformance test device and system of electric vehicle charging interface, test and standardization of charging equipment interfaces of different manufacturers and solution of compatibility and communication protocol conformance problem of electric vehicle charging interface lay the solid foundation for further promotion of electric vehicle. This paper introduces a conformance test system of electric vehicle charging interface based on SCPI protocol measuring instrument [1] . The system realizes automatic acquisition and automatic control of electric signals of electric vehicle charging interface based on interface interconnection requirement specified in national standard and by program control means, data real-time acquisition and other information technologies and meets automatic test requirement by comparison of acquired data.
General Framework of Test System of Electric Vehicle Charging Interface
System Hardware Components. The system is mainly composed of test interface, test control board, oscilloscope, test computing host and display. The core components are test control board, oscilloscope and test computing host [2] .
Schematic diagram of system hardware is as follows. [4] . The oscilloscope can communicate through Ethernet bus and test computing host and carry out programming control based on SCPI (Standard Commands for Programmable Instruments), i.e. standard command set of programmable control instrument (programmable instrument). SCPI is a kind of standardized instrument programming language which is established based on existing standards IEEE 488.1 and IEEE 488.2 and follows floating point arithmetic rule in IEEE 754, ISO 646 information exchange 7-bit code symbol (equivalent to ASCII programming) and other standards. SCPI has the tree structure and includes many subsystems. Every subsystem is composed of one root keyword and one or many hierarchical keywords.
Flow of interface connection performance test of AC charging pile is as follows [5] : Fig. 3 Flow of interface connection performance test of AC charging pile 1) Prepare the test environment. Power on the tested charging pile and test system. Ensure the equipment in standby state; 2) Select the test item in test item interface of test computing host and start the test flow. Test computing host connects with oscilloscope by Ethernet, sends the oscilloscope channel, signal interception and other operation and configuration information packed based on SCPI standard format to oscilloscope and realizes automatic and programmed operation of oscilloscope; 3) After connecting the test equipment and setting the operation mode, start the test flow. The test computing host decomposes the item to be tested into operation sequence and implements based on sequence. During implementation of test item, the switch control operation shall be conducted. The host sends the control command to the test control board through serial port to control the test switch and realize automatic and programmed test flow. 4) Electric signal of tested equipment is acquired and stored by oscilloscope and other instruments. The host packs the test point reading operation parameter based on SCPI protocol and sends to oscilloscope. After data reading, the host analyzes the data of sampling point based on SCPI protocol and calculates test result based on relevant standards [6] ;
Operation Practice of Test System of Electric Vehicle Charging Interface
Take A1.3502 as an example to show the effect of test operation of the system. 1) Select "AC test" ->"abnormal charging test"->"CP open circuit test" on test interface of test computing host. 2) Select "start test". The test process will automatically perform the following operations:
After fully connecting the charging connection device, start charging. After 10s, disconnect the CP line by simulation and test the PWM signal of CP line and signal of charging plug. Fig. 4 The relationship of CP signal and AC signal during charging process 3) Judge whether the test item passes based on signal data.
It is specified in GB/T 18487.1-2015 that during charging, after CP signal is disconnected, the AC power supply shall minimize the current within 100ms. The tested equipment minimizes the current in 180ms after the disconnection of CP signal. Therefore, the test item cannot pass. 
Conclusions
This paper introduces system structure, software and hardware composition and software function of test system of electric vehicle charging interface based on Standard Command for Programmable Instruments in detail and focuses on design ideas and realization method of test system based on SCPI protocol. Finally, the test system is used to test the AC charging pile to verify the availability and reliability of the test software. The test system based on SCPI protocol will promote standardization of charging interfaces of charging facility, improve automation level of interface test and contribute to improving quality of charging equipment of electric vehicle.
